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Abstract—: Since the onset of Cloud computing and its inroads into infrastructure as a service, Virtualization has become peak 

of importance in the field of abstraction and resource management. However, these additional layers of abstraction provided by 

virtualization come at a trade-off between performance and cost in a cloud environment where everything is on a pay-per-use 

basis. Containers which are perceived to be the future of virtualization are developed to address these issues. This study paper 

scrutinizes the performance of a conventional virtual machine and contrasts them with the containers. We cover the critical 

assessment of each parameter and its behavior when its subjected to various stress tests. We discuss the implementations and 

their performance metrics to help us draw conclusions on which one is ideal to use for desired needs. After assessment of the 

result and discussion of the limitations, we conclude with prospects for future research. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 The abundance of cloud computing over the past decade has 

lead to significant growth in virtualization techniques used. 

The services provided by Cloud Computing indirectly 

depend on the level of virtualization provided by the 

underlying virtual machines. Hardware virtualization 

consists of abstracting complete hardware resources so that 

entire software like an operating system can run on it. 

Hardware virtualization is categorized further depending 

upon the levels of abstraction it offers into full virtualization, 

partial virtualization, and Para virtualization. In Para 

virtualization, the guest operating system is recompiled 

before being installed in a virtual machine. The hypervisor 

serves as a host for the guest OS and adds a layer of 

virtualization. It also acts as an interface between guest OS 

and the hardware. In full virtualization, the hypervisor is 

directly installed on the hardware. Each guest operating gets 

all the features of the underlying hardware because of the 

layer of abstraction provided it doesn't feel the hypervisor's 

presence. It is a commonly implemented form of 

virtualization in virtual machines [1][2]. Since the 

virtualization software is a bundle of hardware drivers and 

interfaces which needs to be pre-installed before creating the 

virtual machines. It is been observed, in some cases [1]some 

of the interfaces and drivers do not function as expected thus 

enabling the usage of Dockers where a small size 

Unix/Linux  operating system is installed on the bare-metal 

and the virtual machines are hosted from the  Docker or the 

container-based virtualization. Container-based 

virtualization is an alternate technology to virtual machines 

and is quickly replacing them in the cloud environment.  The 

virtualization layer runs as an application, where the 

operating system's kernel runs on bare metal with guest OS 

installed on top of it. These are known as containers. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. KVM  

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization 

technology for Linux systems that turns it into a hypervisor 

and is designed for x86 processor architecture. The 

hypervisor is built on Linux kernel, running an open source 

operating system. It provides support for multiple guest OS 

include windows, BSD, and Solaris. KVM is a full 

virtualization technique where you can provide virtualized 

hardware: that allocates the number of CPUs, memory, hard 

disk space to the guest operating system. 

 

There are a number of management tools as libvirt, oVirt 

and Virtual Machine Manager available to easily manage 

KVM through graphical user interface . One of the features 

supported by KVM is the live migration in which entire data 

centers can be backed up for maintenance without affecting 

the functioning of the guest operating system.KVM supports 

"hot plugging" that means you can resize or add additional 

resources to the virtual machine while it is in operation 

without disrupting its services. 

 

B. Containers 

Containers are similar to virtual machines in the services 

they provide except they don't come with an overhead of 

running a separate kernel and virtualizing all hardware 

components. It modifies the host operating system to provide 

abstraction. They have a container ID and group permission 

system. Its main concept is built on the use of kernel 
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namespaces where isolated containers are created. These 

have no access to objects outside the container. A container 

which runs a full operating system is a system container 

whereas the one which runs an application is an application 

container. Because a containerized system has only one 

kernel, there is only one level of resource scheduling and 

allocation. The process that run inside a container is not 

aware of the limit on the resources it can utilize hence there 

always remains a risk where an application may over-

allocate itself resources.[3] 

 

Security in containers is achieved by managing the group 

permissions and by creating namespace awareness, where 

the users are not treated with the same privileges inside the 

container as those outside them. Docker is the most widely 

used container today that deploys applications inside 

software containers along with its code, runtime, system 

tools, system libraries, etc . Docker has layered file system 

images, supported by AUFS (Another UnionFS). Containers 

have a faster boot time than virtual machines. 

 

III. ASSESSMENT 

A virtual machine can be benchmarked using various 
performance measurements tools that integrate with your 
hypervisor accordingly. Some of the tools used are VMware 
ESXi, VSphere, vCenter. These tools monitor the resource 
utilization of an active virtual machine and later aggregate 
data into excel format for analysis. These same tools can be 
used to benchmark application or system containers. 

The performance can be measured on the basis of various 
parameters such as throughput, latency, bandwidth, etc of 
the system.  We are mainly concerned with the overhead 
generated by native, virtualized and non-virtualized 
environments and how it can be optimized to improve 
system performance and prove which one is suitable to use 
under preferred conditions. [7]-[10] 

The behavior of various parameters under the defined 

workload is observed carefully and recorded, to study its 

characteristics and get a consolidated comparison between 

the three implementations. 

 

A. CPU Performance 

Throughput is the parameter used to measure the output 
of the workload the CPU is subjected to a compression, High 
Performance Computing (HPC) test. As observed the native 
and Docker performance is similar in compression while 
KVM is slower as compared to them.  

HPC performance is similar on native and Docker but is 

reasonably slow on KVM because of abstraction that works 

as a disadvantage in this situation. The CPU schedulers do 

not influence the processor in the native and Docker setup 

hence there is no difference in performance. 

 

B. Memory Performance 

Bandwidth is the parameter used to measure the speed of 

memory access and operations. Under various benchmarks 

developed to stress test the memory in sequential and 

random access methods, it is observed that the 

performance of native, Docker and KVM environment is 

almost the same for various operations with very little 

deviation. The testing was carried out on a single node on 

large datasets. Container based systems have the ability to 

return unused memory to the host resulting in better usage. 

Para virtualization systems suffer from double cache since 

the same memory blocks are used by the host and the 

virtual machine. 

 

C. Network Performance 

Bandwidth is used to measure the performance of the 

network communication. The communication scenario is 

bulk data transfer over a single TCP connection like the 

client -server model. 

 

The data transfer rate is measured in both directions since 

TCP/IP stack has different policies for sending and 

receiving data. The major component that causes a 

bottleneck in performance is the NIC in which case we use 

the CPU cycles to measure the overhead. As for the 

performance goes Docker uses bridging and NAT which 

increases the route length. Dockers which do not use NAT 

have same performance to native systems.KVM 

performance can be improved if the VM can directly 

communicate with the host bypassing the in-between 

layers. 

 

Latency can also be another network parameter used to 

determine performance. In the above setup of the 

experiment, the client sends 200 bytes of request to the 

server and the server response with  a 400 bytes reply in 

this case the client has to wait to process the complete 

request. If we consider wireless and wired communication 

protocols Docker with NAT doubles latency time KVM 

also adds to latency time compared to its native system 

implementations. The difference in network performance 

is due to the virtualized network devices implemented by 

virtual machines and Docker. 

 

D.    Disk Performance 

Throughput is used to measure the efficiency of the disk 

operations. As duly noted for sequential read and 

sequential write operations, the Docker and KVM add 

very little overhead when compared to native, but there is 

a lot of performance variance in KVM's case cause of 

suspected bottleneck in fiber channel. 

 

For random read and random write operations, Docker has 

no overhead, but KVM's performance decreases 
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significantly. Disk performance is affected by the I/O 

scheduler used by the system. 

 

 E.   Application Performance-Redis 

Redis (REmote Dictionary server) is the most popular 

NoSQL database used in containers and is open source. It is 

an in-memory data store and key-valued database. 

 

Generalized operations between client and server where 

performance issues are noticed only in the form of network 

latency. This arises due to the large number of concurrent 

requests the client makes simultaneously to the server. Redis 

is widely used in the cloud environment. In this test scenario, 

the number of requests made simultaneously is ten times the 

number of clients. Redis is extensively used to test the 

networking and memory subsystem. 

 

The native environment can handle a large number of clients 

connected to the networking subsystem, so we can easily 

scale the number of clients connected. The bottleneck in 

performance is visible at the CPU because Redis is a single-

threaded application; it increases the latency of the CPU. 

Docker's performance is virtually similar to that of native 

except with NAT enabled, latency increases as new 

connections are added. KVM's performance is lower initially 

but approaches that of native systems as concurrency 

increases. Hence we can draw the conclusion that Redis 

application needs to be concurrent to be fully utilized. 

 

F.   Application Performance-MySQL 

MySQL is a relational database that can be used to stress the 

memory, file system, networking and inter-process 

communication subsystems. Various open source 

benchmarks can be run against the database to test the 

transaction throughput of the system. Various configurations 

were used to test MySQL, running under the native system, 

MySQL under Docker that uses the host's networking, 

MySQL under Docker using NAT for networking and KVM 

running MySQL. 

 

Throughput is the number of transactions per second 

increase until the peak point where it becomes stable. 

Docker has similar performance to that of native systems; 

KVM has higher overhead compared to all other 

configurations used to demonstrate. The Docker's layered 

file system also introduces overhead because of the I/O 

request getting redirected through various layers. The 

latency of the system increases with the load, but Docker 

does not show this observation when compared to other to 

other setups because of lower throughput at lower 

concurrency rates. When it comes to CPU peak utilization 

native system is able to achieve a higher rate as compared to 

Dockers which show that Dockers have a small but 

significant impact. [4]-[16] 

 

CPU utilization measured in throughput is minimal for the 

same amount of CPU used for Docker and Docker with 

NAT, but the latency for Docker is higher for lower values 

of concurrency. This is due to mutex contention which 

prevents MySQL from fully utilizing the CPU for 

configurations. [17]-[26] 

 

G.   Discussion 

We can analyze the results, as expected for the given 

environment containers and VMs generate a negligible 

amount of overhead when it comes to CPU and memory 

usage. When it comes to network usage both Docker and 

KVM add to the latency and hence need to tune and are of 

no good with their standard implementations. Most of the 

overhead added are because of the bottlenecks in end 

communication devices. When it comes to disk performance 

Docker and native are similar to each other but KVM sees a 

considerable downfall in performance since each operation 

has to pass through AUFS. 

 

The major limitation of virtualization technology is 

bottlenecks in I/O intensive applications. The idea is to get 

very close to native systems when it comes to I/O processing 

and decrease as many layers as possible in virtual machines 

and containers. Container-based virtualization system has 

better CPU and I/O performance because of its ability to 

release used unused and resources and work in isolation.  

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This study analyzes the behavior of various well-known 

parameters, under different workload conditions to give us a 

comprehensive performance comparison between Containers 

and Virtual Machines. As the survey clearly states, that no 

one, technology can be substituted by another right away, 

each having its own merits and demerits and each 

technology can be used efficiently with proper configuration 

suiting your particular needs. 

 

Some of the areas which are not researched to its full extent 

are: 

•  Performance analysis in isolation when more than 

more than one workload is executing on the server. 

• The performance of different kinds of workloads such 

as data intensive workloads which are more I/O bound 

in nature. 

• Performance trade-off between live migration and 

restarting virtual machines and containers. 
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